
Sensation Ride™ Saddles and accessories are available for purchase on 

this website. We are Authorized Dealer for Chinook, Hybrid Trail, Classic 

Dressage/Classic Dressage Trail, Formal Dressage/Formal Dressage Trail 

models.  

The next model will be either English Trail or Western Sport! 

 

Join our mailing list to keep up to date on our progress. We look forward to 

helping you have more fun and be more comfortable with your horse soon! 

In the meantime, visit Horse Gear Canada for all of your other equine care 

needs! 

Be the first to hear when Sensation Ride is ready to get you back in the 

saddle! 

 

Under New Ownership! 

Sensation Ride™ Saddles is now proudly owned by Sarah Chambers of 

Horse Gear Canada. Sarah is a lifelong horsewoman and endurance rider. 

She is excited to add Sensation Ride™ Saddles to her business so she can 

offer even more high-quality and durable products to Canadian 

equestrians. 

 

Canadian quality through and through! 

You can count on our superior quality. Sensation Ride™ treeless saddles 

are designed in Canada, and made in Canada. Our materials are primarily 

North American, and all our leather comes from Canada or the USA and are 

made to last you thousands of miles of comfort. 

We only use solid stainless steel or solid brass hardware, spun polyester 

thread with UV coating, real wool fabric on the bottom with many of our 

foams and felts being orthotic or medical grades. Our leathers are often 

borrowed from the boot making industry – making them durable and 

weather resistant. 



 

Our craftsmen and craftswomen know horses! We all ride, know what a 

good saddle should feel like and can appreciate the nuances associated 

with slight changes in proportions, angles and cushioning. 

 

Better for your horse, of course! 

Sensation Ride™ Saddles are the only treeless saddle design to utilize a 

multi-point stirrup attachment. This means better weight distribution for 

your horse, particularly important when you’re riding long and hard. When 

your Sensation saddle is set up in the hard use or endurance attachments, 

you can count on having an even better weight distribution than a treed 

saddle.  

Taking the tree out of a saddle doesn’t necessarily make it a treeless 

saddle – thoughtful engineering and a redesigned weight distribution 

system allows it to be a true treeless saddle, and not just a bareback pad 

with stirrups. The materials used in the saddle allow your horse to move 

freely, encouraging muscle development and resulting in a happier horse. 

The Sensation Ride™ treeless saddle is the world's only treeless saddle 

that uses a multi-point array weight distribution system. This means that 

your weight as a rider will be distributed over the largest possible area of 

your horse's back, without using hard materials. Go ahead and rise to the 

trot, 2 point and take that jump! 

 

Connect with your horse! 

Complete Comfort and Connection - The Sensation Ride™ treeless saddles 

have been ergonomically designed to permit the rider a close contact, 

balanced (yet customizable) seat using medical grade foams, high grade 

custom felts, wool and leather. The Sensation saddles will mold to you and 

your horse. No hard parts in our saddles! The saddle will form fit to you like 

a fine leather shoe. This allows you to feel your horse and be more in tune 

as a rider. 


